
ABOUT PHI BROW MICROBLADING, SEMI PERMANENT TATTOO  
 Long gone are the days of the old bold "block" eyebrow tattoo and hello to gorgeous, natural and very realistic brow 
tattoos! Eyebrows frame the face, and when designed correctly, can add symmetry and definition to lift the eyes and 
create a more youthful appearance. Those with sparse or light eyebrows can enjoy perfectly shaped, natural looking 
brows created with single hair strokes which resemble small natural hairs for a fuller finish. Unlike Eyebrow tattoo of 
old, these are semi permanent and fade over a 1-2 year period naturally, as the pigment is not placed as deep in the 
skin as tattoos one would get in a tattoo parlour, we are only depositing ink into the edpidermis. A medical grade 

pigment is used, which is hypo allergenic, and allergies are very rare. IT is NOT a block brow or powder look brow. 
 The hand held pen/instrument used in this technique has 7 or 14 different needles. 

 
I use a synthetic pigment that is vegan and contains no heavy metals. The benefits of this type of pigment means NO 
red fade out. The synthetic pigments do have a tendency to go a slight grey tone as they fade over a period of time 
which can be corrected at your touch up with the use of a warm pigment to correct. ALL cosmetic tattoos will fade - 
brown is not a true colour so it must have a base colour (blue, green, red; iron oxide pigments usually red) and after 

a period of time this colour will be visible on the skin.  
  

HOW LONG DOES THE TREATMENT TAKE? 
 I find approx 90% of clients need a Perfection Visit (touch-up) 4-6 weeks after initial appointment. All depends on 

how well you look after your brows during the healing phase - I CAN NOT STRESS ENOUGH HOW 
IMPORTANT YOUR AFTERCARE OF YOUR BROWS IS!!! Your job after the micro blading is to commit to looking 
after them for 7-10 days while they heal this will ensure best result with your skin retaining the ink. I can never predict 
how much ink someone will hold as everyone's skin is entirely different from person to person. Generally speaking oily 
skin does not retain ink very well and will require more regular touch ups as it will fade quicker so for this reason I 
prefer not to work on it. Thin/red/rosacea/sensitive skins are also not the best candidates for micro blading as they 

tend to bleed quite easily which pushes the ink out as you are trying to deposit into the skin. Not impossible to work 
on if you are adamant just may take an extra perfection visit or two to get right and more regular top ups 

afterward.  
 

 STEP 1 
 The initial procedure/appointment takes 3 hrs approx.  We begin with a full consultation and I will choose a colour 
based on your natural brow hair - I can not choose something darker as it will be an unnatural look in your skin and 
result in a blue tone.  I then draw brows on you taking your facial features and shape into account using the golden 
mean to measure.  Once you and I are 100% happy with the shape I tattoo this on.  Please note that our faces are 

NOT symmetrical, as one side is flatter than the other and your eyebrows are supposed to be SISTERS not TWINS, 
however as a Brow Artist, I aim to create as much symmetry as possible. The area is then traced over, then the 

permanent pigment is applied with a hand held tool and not a machine. The end result will depend on 50% pigment 
and 50% healing. Everyone's skin is so different and we all heal differently. Some peoples skin holds pigment better 
than others so you will get different degrees of fading. This is why a second visit (Perfection Visit) is so important, it 

corrects any irregularities in colour tones, and makes the brows look perfect. The look of the brows in the first 10 days 
will be very defined and no indication of the finished result. You will get a 40% colour fade and a 10-15% shrinkage 

on thickness as they heal. 
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STEP 2 
The second stage of the treatment is called a ‘Perfection Visit’ and takes 1.5 hours approx. This usually happens after 
28-45 days because it takes that long for the pigment to settle in the skin. It is IMPERATIVE you complete the touch 

up treatment, as without it, it will be a job half done and the results will not be optimum. The touch up gives the 
client an opportunity to get used to the initial finish before a final touch up consolidates the pigment into the skin, thus 

preventing fading. 
Eyebrow shapes that do not suit a clients face or facial structure or pigment colour that does not suit the tones of the 

clients face colour will not be entertained irrespective to client pressure.  
 

 HOW LONG CAN I EXPECT IT TO LAST? 
Feather tattoo last 1-2 years, however there is no guarantee as each individual will respond differently. The procedure 
is semi permanent, so it will begin to noticeably fade after 12-14 months, even though its only gradual fading, for some 

maybe even sooner. In order to keep the look fresh, a ‘touch up’ is advisable every 12 months. More frequent touch 
ups may be required where a client chose a soft lighter shade initially, or clients who did not follow after care advice 
regarding sunblock etc. Clients who dye their hair will understand that certain elements will make their hair dye fade 
faster, our Brows are exactly the same. Technically, semi-permanent feather tattoo procedure is considered permanent 

because the colour is implanted into the upper reticular part of the dermal layer of the skin and cannot be washed 
off. However as with any tattoo, fading can and often does occur requiring periodic touch ups.   

 
It is perfectly fine for clients to use eyebrow pencil whilst waiting for their touch up appointment AFTER the healing 

phase of 10 days.. 
 

DOES IT HURT? 
Not terribly but it is a tattoo. the first passover to create the shape is made with NO anesthetic once this has been 
done a liquid topical anaesthetic is applied onto the brow which will go into the bloodstream and numb the area 

completely. There is anywhere from 3-10 passes over the same stroke at each treatment depending on how well your 
skin is retaining the ink. Everyone has a different level of sensitivity but the discomfort is minimal Some clients 

naturally feel one brow sorer than the other, and more so at times of menstruation. It often happens that a client 
needs to sneeze during the procedure, as the facial nerve is tickled during the process. Be sure to let me know when 

you are about to sneeze. You will hear a scratch noise/sensation throughout. Music is usually played during the 
procedure, however feel free to bring your own earphones and music to distract you.  

 
WILL I BE ABLE TO GO OUT IN PUBLIC STRAIGHT AFTER PROCEDURE? 

After the procedure, the area treated will be darker and more intense, maybe slightly red - this is normal. This will 
last a few days until the skin heals and peels and naturally exfoliates and the true colour emerges. Generally, only the 

client will notice the changes. It will look like you had your eyebrows tinted that day (which looks darker initially). 
Other people may notice ‘something’ is different , but they are unlikely to identify the source of the difference.  The 
brows may also appear thicker than you might like, however, this settles after 10 days, as swelling recedes and the 
hair stroke will shorten as a result (10-15%). Swelling/oedema is really very minimal, however it must be mentioned 
that some swelling happens. Return Touch up visit has to be completed within 45 days( unless ill advised by Doctor, 
say in the case of clients undergoing Chemotherapy), I have discovered that whilst the client found the initial result 
dramatic, they get used to it, and during the healing process, the brows shorten and subside as swelling subsides, 

they come back at touch up, and ask for the darker/thicker brow! However I would exercise caution in requesting a 
very thick brow, as fashion constantly changes. My usual advice is to go as natural a shape as possible and use your 

pencils/brow shaders to thicken the brow up for night time. 
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DO MY EXISTING BROWS NEED TO BE SHAVED OFF? 
Absolutely NOT. Regular brow hair removal will continue to keep the brows looking tidy, and its usually advisable 
to have them shaped a week before your appointment. You regular brow wax/thread/tweezing should continue 
once the brows have healed. Occasionally clients brow hair can grow in different directions and can jeopardise the 
over all result, ie; brow tail. This may be removed by shaving at the appointment time with the clients consent to 

give a nice over all finish. Once the brows heal, the client can continue to have her brows waxed/ tweezes/threaded 
to keep the look defined. Stray hairs outside the brow line can make the brows look untidy, however this is the case 

in ALL brow maintenance. 
 

DO I NEED TO PLAN FOR MY TREATMENT? 
Australia is a very hot country.  Sun bathing whilst your brows are healing, will dramatically fade the brow, even if 
you wear a sunhat. That is not to say you can't sit in the sun at all, it does however mean that sunbathing whilst 

healing is not wise.  Sunscreen (Factor 50) on your brows after the healed phase is over is also wise. Swimming in 
the ocean or a chlorine filled pool is unwise during healing phase, as Chlorine will bleach the healing brow, and the 
salt in the ocean will pull out the pigment. All of these instructions are in your after care sheet. Failing to comply will 

incur an extra fee to correct. 
It is also advisable that you don't have any major events to attend within 7 days of having tattooing as makeup can 
not be applied directly to the area and aftercare cream will need to be applied at all times to aid the healing process 

so your brows will at first appear darker and slightly shiny until they heal.  
 

I HAD MY BROWS DONE ELSEWHERE AND AM UNHAPPY, CAN YOU CORRECT THEM? 
I am afraid I do not CORRECT brows done elsewhere. If I do that I am proclaiming to correct and make perfect a 
bad brow. I will however consult with you and decide between us which is the best way to IMPROVE your brow. 

My insurance does not cover CORRECTIONS. A seperate consent form is applicable. 
 

I AM ABOUT TO UNDERGO CHEMOTHERAPY, CAN I HAVE MY TATTOOING BEFORE MY 
TREATMENT? 

Ideally yes! The first treatment can be done even before you lose your brows, so that an imprint of where your 
brow once was is there. This blueprint guides me in giving you the same brow you once had, rather than designing 
a whole new brow. It is usual in this instance to have your top up after the cancer treatment is complete, or sooner if

your oncologist approves. 
 

WHO WOULD BENEFIT FROM FEATHER TOUCH BROW TATTOOS? 
Usually clients who; Apply brow pencil/ brow powder daily to cover in bald spots/or due to scarring. Clients who 
naturally have a very very thin brow and want it fuller. Clients with very fair brow hair. Suffer from Alopecia or 

other hair loss problems. Are dissatisfied with the shape of their eyebrows. Want to save time due to busy schedules.
Want more confidence and want to enjoy a no-fuss beauty routine. Have visionary problems when 

pencilling/shading in brows. Have sustained burns/scars in brow area. Clients about to undergo Chemo and will lose 
brow hair. Want to look groomed and look their best. Most ladies go right back to work after the procedure, 
however some ladies, who have little or no brow prefer to plan 2 days off or at a weekend to get used to the 

finished result.  
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CLIENTS ON ANTICOAGULANTS/WARFARIN/ASPIRIN ETC.. 
Clients who are on these medications must check with their doctor if it is ok to go ahead. It is usual for the client not to 

take such medications that morning, but can be delayed to the evening time the day of the procedure. It is in my 
experience clients on Aspirin/Warfarin that the result can take up to 4 visits to achieve the optimum result. This is 

because the pigment may not sit very well into the hairstroke made, due to blood flow, and its thinness. The clients on 
these medications must be aware, that whilst the best efforts are made, it may necessitate a few extra visits to get the 
desired look. If you are unsure about your decision, a separate consult can be arranged to discuss the procedure and 
check my portfolio. Consultation fee is $50, if you wish a tint/pencil drawing can be carried out on your skin to show 

what the finished result will possibly look like. 
 

FISH OILS/MULTI VITAMINS OR ANY BLOOD THINNERS 
Please check with your GP prior to treatment however I advise these items not to be taken 7 days prior to the 

treatment as this may effect your overall result. Medications that thin the blood do not allow for the pigment to sit 
very well into the hairstroke that is made due to the blood flow pushing out the pigment.  

 
I AM PREGNANT AND OR BREASTFEEDING CAN I STILL HAVE THE TREATMENT DONE?  

Feather tattoo can NOT be preformed during pregnancy. If you are breastfeeding the procedure may still be done 
ONLY if you have written consent from your GP. It is also advisable for you to express some milk prior to the 

treatment to feed with for the hours that follow until the aesthetic has worn off.  
 
 

PRICING 
Phi Brow Tattoo is $450, Perfection visits is a must within 4-6 weeks costing $120. It is not usual for a third visit to be 
required. However if the optimum result is not achieved a 3rd visit may be required. Top ups are necessary, usually 
within 12 months to keep it fresh. Tops ups within 12 months of the full procedure is at a reduced fee starting from 

$250. You will be given a list of Aftercare Instructions after your treatment. Please ensure you follow these instructions 
to the letter and you will have a satisfactory result! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CASH, EFTPOS  AND AFTERPAY FACILITIES AVAILABLE. 
 

IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS PLEASE DONT HESITATE TO EMAIL ME ON 
hello@brookecarter.net   

Feather tattoo 
Perfection Visit    // 4-6week touch up 
Spot Enhancement 
Touch ups        // within 12months 
Touch ups        // 12 + months   
Consultation     // Brow shaping and wax included 

$450 
$120 
POA 
from $250 
from $350 
$50
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